
Hood with compressed air supply especially designed for abrasive blasting operations. The rigid helmet is standard delivered 

with a coated cape, protecting the head, neck, shoulders and chest against ricocheting abrasive. A neckband made of an 

elastic material protects the inside of the helmet from dust by maintaining it under a slightly positive pressure.

The helmet is equipped with a large square window (137 x 182) with frame rubber, safety glass, cover glass and a fine protective grille. 

The breathing hose is mounted to the back side of the helmet and connects to an air-distribution channel. The hose has a control valve 

with silencer, which reduces the noise of the air flow.

The headset is adjustable according to the wearer’s head size and form. The assembly is held on the wearer’s head by very 

comfortable foams which are fastened by snaps and tapes, and allow very quick removal / replacement so they may be cleaned in a 

washing machine at an average washing temperature. The helmet will follow the movements of the head easily and assures constant 

view.

An airflow indicator will come down between the eyes when the airflow is not sufficient enough.

BLASTWIZARD® BLAST HELMET TYPE SINEW, SINEW L, SINEW P

BLASTWIZARD® BLAST HELMET
Blast helmet type SINew, SINew L & SINew P
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BLASTWIZARD® BLAST HELMET
Blast helmet type SINew, SINew L & SINew P

BLASTWIZARD® SINew P

Ergonomic, CE certified blast helmet with a wide viewing window for more comfort.

Blast helmet with panorama view

Wide view to eliminate dead spots

BLASTWIZARD® SINew L

The Blastwizard® blast helmet is now available with a special lighting fixture, so that the job can be done even if the room 

is very dark.

Blastwizard® blast helmet with LED-lighting

LED-lighting

Comes with battery charger
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